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Abstract. The linearized Euler equations (LEE) model acoustic propagation in the
presence of rotational mean flows. They can be solved in time [1–3] or in frequency [4–6]
domain, with both approaches having advantages and disadvantages. Here, those pros
and cons are detailed, both from a modeling and a numerical/computational perspective.
Furthermore, a performance comparison and cross-validation between two frequency and
time domain state-of-the-art solvers is performed. The frequency domain solutions are
obtained with the hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) [7–12] and the embedded
discontinuous Galerkin (EDG) [13–15] method, while the time domain solver is an explicit
discontinuous-Galerkin based solver [1]. The performance comparison and cross-validation
is performed on a problem of industrial interest, namely acoustic propagation from a duct
exhaust in the presence of realistic mean flow.
1 INTRODUCTION
Aeroacoustics is still a challenging application area both for computational models
(either in time or frequency domains) and for numerical methods. Previous contribu-
tions [4–6] advocate for linearized Euler equations (LEE) in frequency domain. For
instance, in [6] the authors select a continuous Galerkin (CG) approach rather than a
discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method to reduce memory requirements. Whereas, in [5]
DG is compared with a streamline upwind Petrov-Galerkin (SUPG) method and con-
cludes that DG is prohibitively more expensive both in terms of computational cost and
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memory requirements. Nevertheless, this reference comments on the inherent difficulties
of CG for p-adaptivity compared to DG, see also [16]. Time domain solvers are preferred
for their robustness and use parallel explicit DG solvers to increase performance, see for
instance [1, 2].
Here, an explicit time domain DG solver is compared to two frequency-domain DG
methods, the hybridizable discontinuous Galerkin (HDG) [7–12] and the embedded dis-
continuous Galerkin (EDG) [13–15] method. Moreover, Section 4 compares the compu-
tational aspects of time- and frequency-domain approaches, and a problem of industrial
interest is solved in Section 5.
2 GOVERNING EQUATIONS
Different sets of equations are used to model aeroacoustic problems, depending of
the nature of the underlying mean flow [17]. In the case of rotational mean flow, the
linearized Euler or Navier-Stokes equations are used to compute the acoustic near field.
The former is solved in this work, both in time and frequency domain, while Section 4.2
gives guidelines when to use the latter.
The time domain 2.5D linearized Euler equations in conservative form are given by
∂q′
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In the frequency domain, the response is assumed to be time harmonic. Thus a Fourier
decomposition of the form
q′(x, t) = q(x;ω)e−iωt (2)
is employed, and the main quantities of interest are the acoustic perturbations q(x;ω) for a
given angular frequency ω. By inserting a single mode q(x;ω)e−iωt from the decomposition
(2) into (1), and factoring out the term e−iωt from both sides of the resulting equation,
the obtained system represents the linearized Euler equations in frequency domain
−iωq +∇·F(q) + S(q) = f , (3)
with the understanding that the physical response is given by the real part of the solution.
3 STATE OF THE ART NUMERICAL METHODS FOR THE LINEARIZED
EULER EQUATIONS
This section outlines some aspects of the numerical methods used to solve the LEE in
both time and frequency domain.
3.1 Time domain
A quadrature-free Runge-Kutta discontinuous Galerkin method (RK-DGM) [18, 19],
implemented by the Actran DGM solver, developed by FFT1, is used for solving the LEE
in time domain. This commercial software is designed for predicting the propagation of
tonal engine noise components in a moving fluid with shear layers and in the presence of
acoustically lined ducts, typically engine nacelle exhausts. It is implemented for unstruc-
tured grids in 2D, 2.5D and 3D, employs a fourth order Runge-Kutta temporal scheme
and supports variable order of the elements (p-adaptivity). A Godunov first-order up-
wind method is used to compute the numerical flux on the element interfaces. In order
to obtain an upwind scheme for all the characteristic variables, the flux is split into pos-
itive and negative components, i.e. waves entering and leaving the element through the
corresponding interface, respectively [20]. The mean flow field can be interpolated on the
element vertices or on the Gauss points for a more precise sampling. Buffer zones with
non-reflecting characteristic boundary conditions are used to minimize spurious reflec-
tions from the boundaries. Moreover, planar, cylindrical and spherical sources, as well as
incident duct modes and admittance boundaries conditions are also supported.
3.2 Frequency domain
The continuous Galerkin (CG) method [21] with appropriate stabilization, has been
advocated in [5, 6] for solving the LEE in frequency domain, due to the small compu-
tational cost and memory requirements. The discontinuous Galerkin (DG) method [22],
1Free Field Technologies S.A - MSC software company.
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however, has better dispersive behavior than CG [23], does not require explicit stabiliza-
tion for convection-dominated problems and is amenable to implement p-adaptivity, but
at the same time has more degrees of freedom (DOF). While a comparison with CG is
presented in [5], with the conclusion that it is prohibitively more expensive, others [24]
compare HDG with CG and indicate different conclusions. Indeed, the HDG [7–12] and
the EDG [13–15] methods, retain the aforementioned useful properties of the DG method,
and at the same time have very similar (HDG) or same (EDG) number of global DOF as
the continuous Galerkin method. The main idea of the HDG method is the hybridization
of the unknown variable into a local one on the element, and a global one which lives
only on the faces of the elements. The original equations are cast in a local problem,
consisting of mapping the local unknowns from the element to the global ones on the
faces (similar to static condensation in CG), and a global problem which is assembled
from all the unknowns on the faces [8–10, 12]. Thus, only the DOF on the faces have
contributions to the global system, in this manner reducing the global DOF compared to
the compact discontinuous Galerkin (CDG) method [25]. Furthermore, the HDG method
has a super-convergence property for second-order elliptic operators after an inexpensive
element-by-element post-process [8, 9]. This super-convergence property, however, is not
available for the LEE, since they are only first-order. A step further into reducing the
node duplication in DG methods has been done with the introduction of the EDG method
in [13]. EDG is obtained from the HDG method by changing the space of the global trace
unknown from discontinuous to continuous, thus reducing the DOF, and obtaining the
same global space and a system with same size and sparsity pattern as the one of the
statically condensed CG method. This reduction in the DOF, however, comes at the price
of loosing the super-convergence property available with HDG for second order elliptic
problems. Moreover, the uniform block structure of the global matrix (which drastically
improves computability [24, 26]) is lost, and complications arise for implementing a p-
adaptive solution process in 3D. A detail comparison of different Galerkin methods is
presented in [27].
4 CHALLENGES IN TIME AND FREQUENCY DOMAIN
4.1 Computational challenges
Computational cost. The cost of an aeroacoustic solver is dominated by the cost to
solve the arising global system. Considering that in the frequency domain only a single
global system solve is performed, compared to multiple system solves in time domain
(until steady-state is reached), solving in frequency domain has significantly smaller com-
putational cost when a solution at discrete frequencies is required.
Multi-frequency approach. The higher computational cost of the time domain ap-
proach can be somewhat alleviated by inserting multiple frequencies and obtaining a
complete broadband solution with a single solve. Accurately modeling and extending
impedance boundary condition to multi-frequency time-domain, however, is not trivial
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HDG EDG CDG
1000 Hz (h = 0.34, p = 8)
2D problem 0.78 GB 0.58 GB 4.17 GB
3D problem 1 074 GB 490 GB 2 158 GB
5000 Hz (h = 0.068, p = 8)
2D problem 19 GB 14 GB 104 GB
3D problem 134 352 GB 61 344 GB 269 771 GB
Table 1: Memory estimates for HDG, EDG and CDG for a 2D (domain size of 10 × 10) and 3D
problem (size 10× 10× 10), under the assumptions of 8 points per wavelength and the use of an ILU-0
preconditioned iterative solver.
and can introduce additional modeling errors [28, 29]. Additionally, the final time to
reach a steady-state for a multi-frequency approach would increase compared to solving
for a single frequency, thus augmenting the cost.
Memory requirements. Since the solution in the frequency domain is globally cou-
pled, a global system matrix has to be assembled, implying big memory requirements
which can become a serious constraint on the problem size. In contrast to this, explicit
time-stepping schemes and an element-by-element solution process can be employed for
time-domain models, resulting in low memory requirements [1, 30].
The memory requirements in frequency domain when an iterative solver is used can be
estimated by 2m2nnz × 8 bytes, where m is the number of components of the solution (5
in the case of 2.5D LEE), and nnz is the number of non-zero entries in the global matrix.
If an ILU-0 preconditioner is used, that amount will double. Detailed expressions for the
nnz of different Galerkin methods can be found in [27]. Typical frequencies of interest,
for example for turbofan engine fan noise problem (where the blade pass frequency is
around 1 kHz), range from several hundred to several thousand hertz. Table 1 gives the
memory estimates for 2D problems of size 10× 10 and 3D problems of size 10× 10× 10,
for frequencies of 1000 Hz and 5000 Hz, under the assumption of 8 points per wavelength.
The estimates show that the memory requirements for the frequency domain solvers in 2D
are reasonable. This is also the case for the 3D problem with frequency of 1000 Hz. For
medium and high frequencies in 3D, however, the memory requirements are excessive. An
explicit time-domain solver should be used for those cases in order to reduce the memory
requirements.
4.2 Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities
Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instabilities are a physical phenomenon, occurring in the pres-
ence of thin shear layers in the flow [17]. When the Navier-Stokes equations are solved,
they are limited and modified by non-linear and viscous effects. In the framework of the
linearized Euler equations, however, the instabilities are not limited, due to the absence
of non-linear and viscous terms in the mathematical model.
A stability criterion has been established by Michalke in [31,32], stating that instabil-
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ities would only appear for Strouhal numbers smaller than a critical value
St =
fθ
Uj − U∞ ,
where f is the frequency, θ is the momentum thickness of the shear layer, and Uj and
U∞ are the jet and ambient velocities, respectively. This means that for a given mean
flow (fixed θ, Uj and U∞), the solution would be stable for excitations beyond a critical
frequency. For realistic viscous mean flows the instability region would very often be
limited to a small portion of the lower part of the spectrum (in the examples considered
in this work between 0− 100 Hz), and it would be outside the range of frequencies one is
typically interested in. If that is not the case, however, viscous or non-linear effects have
to be considered.
While the frequency f is well defined and constrained (to the excitation frequency) in
the frequency domain, this is not the case in the time domain. A time domain solution
supports the complete range of frequencies, thus, depending on the problem geometry
and mean flow, excitations in the unstable region can appear, and they may trigger the
KH instabilities. This renders the instabilities a much bigger problem in time than in
frequency domain.
5 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES
The problem of acoustic propagation from a duct exhaust is solved in both time and
frequency domain in order to compare performance and cross-validate the results. A
sketch of the problem is given in Figure 1. The infinite domain is truncated with non-
reflecting boundary conditions, symmetric boundary is used on the bottom, and wall
boundary conditions (v · n = 0) on the duct walls. The incoming wave is imposed by
setting source terms in the incoming buffer zone (gray area in Figure 1). Comparisons
are made for zero mean flow, and for a realistic mean flow computed with a CFD solver
(Fluent).
5.1 Duct exhaust with zero mean flow
Pressure maps of the solution for frequencies of 800 Hz and 1282 Hz are given in Figure
2 (top left and right, respectively). A comparison of the sound pressure level (SPL) for
the same frequencies computed on the basis of the HDG, EDG and the Actran DGM
solutions along the line y = 3 is given in Figure 2 (bottom). The SPL is computed as
SPL = 10 log10
(
p2
p2ref
)
, where pref = 2 · 10−5 Pa. (4)
The comparison shows a good match between the solvers, with only minor differences in
the case of 800 Hz around x = 3, probably due to under-resolution in that region.
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Figure 1: Sketch of the duct exhaust problem.
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Figure 2: Pressure maps of the solutions (top) and sound pressure level (SPL) comparison of HDG, EDG
and Actran DGM solutions along the line y = 3 (bottom) for frequencies of 800 Hz (left) and 1282 Hz
(right).
5.2 Duct exhaust with computed mean flow
The mean flow (see Figure 3) is computed with Fluent, it has a velocity magnitude of
Mx = 0.4 in the duct intake, and the boundary layers are not resolved (free slip boundary
condition is used on the walls).
Pressure maps of the solution for frequencies of 800 Hz and 1282 Hz are given in Figure
4 (top left and right, respectively). A comparison of the sound pressure level (SPL) for the
same frequencies between the HDG, EDG and Actran DGM solutions along the line y = 3
is given in Figure 4 (bottom). The results show good agreement between the solutions for
both frequencies, with some expected differences due to the different discretization and
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Figure 3: Mean flow computed with Fluent.
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Figure 4: Pressure maps of the solutions (top) and sound pressure level (SPL) comparison of HDG, EDG
and Actran DGM solution along the line y = 3 (bottom) in the presence of mean flow, for frequencies of
800 Hz (left) and 1282 Hz (right).
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Figure 5: Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities appearing at a frequency of 50 Hz.
Actran DGM HDG EDG CDG (estimate)
800 Hz
CPU-time 21’ 57” 3’ 4” 2’ 45” -
Peak memory 143 MB 615 MB 454 MB 1236 MB
1282 Hz
CPU-time 24’ 34” 4’ 33” 3’ 52” -
Peak memory 154 MB 1 047 MB 838 MB 2920 MB
Table 2: Comparison of CPU-time and peak memory for Actran DGM, HDG, EDG, and a memory
estimate for CDG, for frequencies of 800 Hz and 1282 Hz.
sampling of the mean flow.
As noted earlier (Section 4.2), the instability region for this example ranges between
0− 100 Hz. The appearance of the KH instabilities for a frequency of 50 Hz is illustrated
in Figure 5.
5.3 CPU-time and memory requirements
Table 2 gives measurements for CPU-time and peak memory for Actran DGM, HDG,
EDG and a memory estimate for CDG. These results clearly state that the HDG and
EDG methods in frequency domain reduce significantly the CPU-time compared to the
time domain approach, while at the same time reducing the memory requirements com-
pared to the use of CDG in frequency domain. An ILU-0 preconditioned iterative solver
(BiCGSTAB, see [33]) has been used to solve the global system. Note that the use
of a direct solver would require more memory. The HDG/EDG solution is obtained
with constant approximation order in the whole domain. With the implementation of
p-adaptivity for the HDG/EDG solver, the total CPU-time and memory requirements
could be decreased.
6 CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
The results and estimates show that while solving the LEE in frequency domain is com-
putationally cheaper, memory requirements can be a bottleneck for high frequencies in 3D
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problems with the hardware available today. Total available memory, however, increases
faster than computational power, and is easier to harness, making the frequency domain
approach more compelling in the medium term even for 3D problems. The HDG and EDG
methods reduce significantly the memory requirements of the classical DG, while main-
taining its good dispersion and dissipation properties, they evade explicit stabilization
and are amenable to p-adaptivity.
Another benefit of the frequency domain approach is the localization of the KH insta-
bilities in a small range of very low frequencies, which typically fall outside the interval
of interest. When this is not the case, however, viscous and/or non-linear effects have to
be considered, similarly to the time-domain approach, in order to obtain a meaningful
solution.
Future work includes the implementation of p-adaptivity for the frequency domain
solver, which would reduce both the CPU-time and memory requirements, quantifying
the effect of mean flow sampling density and boundary layers on the acoustic perturbation,
and considering the viscous effect in order to avoid the KH instabilities in the complete
bandwidth.
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